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Faculty Holds Elections;
Steele New Secretary
by Susannah Heschel
M. McKim Steele, professor of history,
was named secretary of the faculty in an
elections held last month. He succeeds Rex
C. Neaverson, professor of government, who
held the position for two years.
Also elected were faculty representatives
to four committees and two adjudicative
panels. Run-off elections are being held this

College Hit
By Wave of
Holiday Thefts

month to resolve ties for representatives to
four committees.
The faculty secretary is responsible for
communications to and from the faculty,
preparing the agenda and minutes of
meetings, and is a non-voting member of all
committees. Since the formation of the
faculty conference two years ago, the
position has included chairing the Conference.
Four members of the Faculty Conference
ended their terms this year and elections
were held to fill their seats. John A. Gettier,
instructor in religion* was elected without
challenge, because a faculty member of
each rank must be represented on the
Conference. Gettier was the only instructor
nominated. Run-off elections to fill the
remaining three positions will be held within
the next two weeks, according to Richard C.
Lee, professor of philosophy, who is coordinating the elections. Contenders are
W.Miller Brown, Richard T. Lee, Norman
Miller, and Robert C. Stewart. Their terms
will last for two years. Brown and Stewart
are running for re-election.
Marjorie V. Butcher was re-elected to the
Academic Affairs Committee and Donald D.
Hook replaced Howard DeLong. The
committee is responsible for the application
of faculty rules on academic standing. It
deals with required withdrawal, academic
probation, readmission, and cases of
plagiarism and dishonesty. Students and
members of the administration are also
represented.
The committee on academic freedom
received Sdmiiel Mendel as a re-elected
member. The committee deals with cases of
alleged inequity, unfairness or maladministration.
Run-off elections will be held to chose one
representative to the Appointments and
Promotions committee to replace Robert A.
(Cont. on P. 9)

by John Mattus
Returning Trinity students reported over
$5000 in portable tv's, stereos, clothes and
other articles stolen from their rooms
during vacation and the reports are still
coming in, according the Director of
campus security.
Security director Alfred A. Garafolo
described the recent burglaries as
"serious" because over half of them were
with no visible means of entry and the rooms
were presumably entered with a key.
The Christmas vacation breaks are part of
an increasing incidence of burglaries on the
College campus, Garafolo noted.
From August 1970 to Jan. 21, 1971 there
were 138 thefts reported to the campus
security office. In additiion to dorm
burglaries, they include school property and
During the same period last year only B2.
thefts were; reported.
Thefts of autos, bicycles, an motorcycles
are not included in these figures Garafolo
said. About 10 cars have been stolen each
year for the past few years, accprding to
Security Office records. Most of the stolen
cars were recovered by local police.
Checks stolen from student rooms are
another problem according to Garafol.
Police apprehended a man last Thursday
who allegely cashed stolen Trinity student
Permission slips to give blood will be
checks for $1600 and $200, he said.
out to parents over vacation. You
The 1968-69 academic year had an going
must
have
signature to donate.
unusually low number of thefts reported Give yourselftheir
the
chance to be noble.
compared to other years, Garafolo said. He
(Cont. on P. 5)

Minors

New Commission To Study
Cave, TV Lounge Changes
by Matthew Moloshok
According to Shilkret, the Cave would
President Lockwood has appointed a
special Presidential Commission to advise move downstairs to where the game room is
him on community life matters. One of the now. He said that the game room is larger
first things the commission will consider is than the snack bar's present quarters.
The present Cave would be used for
changes in Mather Hall.
In a letter dated December 23, the storage and additional kitchen space,
President created the commission which is Shilkret said. He also said the kitchen would
made up of faculty, students, and ad- reorganize its equipment to gain more
ministrators. The present College Affairs preparation area.
Shilkret said the commission must look
Committee of the Faculty has been incorporated into the commission. A proposal into the final costs. He said the planners
to go before the Faculty at its meeting today would like to keep the cost under $200,000
,
will redefine the relationship of the com- dollars.
According to Shilkret, the proposal is
mittee.
Members of the commission include virtually decided. He added that the College
representatives of the Office of Community cannot finance at this time any changes in
Life and the Treasurer's office, as well as the Post Office or the Bookstore.
Shilkret said the renovation of the campus
the directors of Mather Hall and Buildings
center
could be completed over the summer
and Grounds.
So far the commission has not met. Marc if plans are finalized by March.
Shilkret sees Hamlin Hall being used
S. Salisch, Dean of Community Life and
again
Faculty lunches next year. Also*
Chairman (ex officio) of the commission, he saidforthey
would have the Faculty Club
expects it to meet within a week or ten days. returned.
Awaiting the commission is a proposed
said a special appropriation from
plan to change Mather Hall. Del A. Shilkret, theShilkret
would be required to meet the
Director of the Campus Center, said the plan costsTrustees
the plan. Lockwood suggested the
calls for moving the T.V. Lounge and Game moneyof might
be raised by long term
Room to other locations on campus, in order
to expand the main dining area. A new meal
(Cont. on P, 11)

Mr. Secretary
H. McKim Steele, professor of history and director of the non-Western studies
program, was elected secretary of the faculty in balloting held last month. He succeeds
Rex C. Neaverson, professor of government, who has held the position for two years.

Policy on Drugs, Felonies
Sent to College Council
President Lockwood will ask the College
Council tomorrow to formulate college
regulations concerning drugs and a college
policy regarding students and faculty
convicted of felonies.
The President will refer to the Council the
text of a College Drug Policy which was sent
to him by the Drug Advisory Council in
November. The Council will be asked to
make minor changes in the policy, and then
propose regulations implementing the
policy.
The question of felons is being treated as a
separate matter, although the particular
felonies exciting interest in the subject
involved the sale and use of drugs.
The issue of the College's relationship to
felons was first introduced in the Council at
its last meeting, when the group recommended to the President that he take no
action against any members of the community convicted of felonies until the
Council could formulate a policy.
The President will say in his letter to the
Council that he welcomes this advice, but
that he must reserve the right to administrative action at times wh,en action is
necessary and there is no policy.
The drug policy text is the result of three
months work by the Drug Advisory Council,
which was set up last year by the President
after recommendation by the; TCC. The
statement is essentially a modification of
another statement which the TCC approved
when it set up the present Drug Council. (A
comparison of the two statements appears
on page 5.)
The latest statement emphasizes the
College's duty to offer "therapy and accurate Information" and to develop
"awareness of the laws and a collective
sense of respect within the community."
It continues, "The College is sympathetic
and understanding towards individuals who
are in need." Unlike last year's statement,
the newer version does not say that the
college does not condone the use of illegal
drugs.
, The toughest line the policy takes is
toward those who "illegally distribute
controlled drugs." The Advisory Council
defined "controlled," as any drug falling

under federal narcotics laws.
The latest drug statement reaffirms the
College's contention that the campus offers
no immunity from civil authorities with
proper cause or warrants for making
arrests.
Several students are now facing possible
convictions on drug felonies, and it was
because of them that the felony question
arose.
Lockwood has been under extreme
pressure from parents, alumni, and
Trustees to take actions against students
accused or convicted of felonies. The
(Cont: on P. 5)

Faculty Vote
Today On
Open Meeting
The Faculty will vote today on a recommendation that all student members of
Faculty committees and a TRIPOD
reporter be allowed to attend regular
Faculty meetings as non-voting members.
The recommendations come one month
after the Faculty sent a less ambitious
motion back to its Faculty Conference. That
recommendation asked only for admittance
of a TRIPOD reporter.
The Conference, which has been considering the entire question of students at
Faculty meetings since last March, will
recommend today that the invitations be
good for one semester.
If the motion is adopted, a tape machine
will record future proceedings of the
Faculty to assist the Secretary and protect
members from press misquotation.
Several Faculty members believe that
because the issue is a sensitive one, debate
will run the length of the meeting. Nobody
seems certain of the outcome. Debate last
month took up most of the meeting.
At the last meeting, the simpler TRIPOD
reporter request was returned to the Conference after objections were raised on the
(Cont. on P. 5)
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Review Abroad

Alley Dancers in London
The .following is a letter written, by C. professional dancers. I still got a thrill in
Barrie Cook concerning The Alvin Alley seeing the exercises that I did as a pupil
dance troupe which he witnessed in several incorporated as the basis of the ballet of
performances in London. Clive Thompson, professionals. Yes, times were busy for the
Artist-in-Residence for dance at the College, troupe. Even finding another time to meet
and talk with Mr. Thompson proved imwas a member of the troupe.
possible due to his activity. In the next two
To the Arts Editor:
Recently, I took the time twice to travel days I would speak to him only for a while at
from Edinburgh to London to see per- the opening night party after all the people
formances of the Alvin Ailey American set up to speak with him had finished. I did
Dance Theatre and thought it appropriate to get to talk to the company's stage manager
review/report these theatrical events to and sound man as he had no such social dues
Trinity, Of special relevance was the at that time.
In the four performances that I saw over
presence in the cast of Clive Thompson,
teacher of Modern Dance at Trinity and two weekends-there were twelve ballets.
elsewhere. Although my focus was initially The diversity exhibited in this material
on him because of my familiarity with him stemmed from the variety of their root
. as a dancer and friend, it has become im- cultures-ancient and new, mythical and
possible after seeing the whole company so real, American, Asian and African-and of
many times to present him here without the musical traditions-jazz, gospel, blues,
classical. This wealth has been tapped
rest of the troupe.
The tour opened in Russia under the through the choreography of not only Alvin
sponsorship of the United States as part of Ailey, but Talley Beatty, and Geoffrey
an exchange with the native government-the Holker to name some of them. Because at
first involving a modern dance idiom. The this time my memories of some of the
company was there for about a month and a dances could only be renewed by a perhalf, showing extensively in many places formance program, which I lack, I shall
and well received everywhere in spite of the only comment directly on two of these
differences in the cultures. Going on to ballets- 'Gymnopeles" and "Revelations."
The first was set to Erik Satie's music on a
Paris, the Dance Theatre was triumphant
there also. As an entry in the International single piano to accompany a single dancerDance Festival at the Theatre des Champs- Dudley Williams. The ballet was a parallel
Elysees, the troupe was selected as the best to a dance class- a short composition of
Modern Dance company; its works were music and choreography had been give to
selected as the best for choreography; and the dancer to master and was repeated until
troupe dancer Miguel Godreau was named in the last sequence was perfected, perthe best dancer of the Festival. I came formable. The control of the expression
across a review ten days before the London spread from the center weight of the body to
opening in the International Herald-Tribune the end of the extremities, the turn of a flip
from'Which I offer a bit. The writer said: of the arm into a gesticulated sweep.
This 16-member multi-colored troupe is not
"Revelations" was Ailey's keystone work.
only a congenial and appealing ensemble, Every performing night it ended the show,
with virtuosity and individuality to burn, but and with its brilliant choreography it could
if is supported by a strong corporate give a show, too. Based on five spirituals, its
discipline." I liked them, too.
strength lay in the choreography's
The run of the London performances flexibility to allow the dancers, singly and
began on Monday, the 23rd of November. I together, to play to the audience. The ability
managed to see Mr. Thompson briefly the of the cast to collectively stretch what they
Sunday afternoon before in the midst of the were dancing in response to the audience
•troupe's rehearsal. The short conversation and still maintain theatrical control
was set on his work and the expectation of produced a dynamic dynamite experience. I
the next day's opening after which he went can only say that on no night that I had seen
back to work. This activity did not end with the troupe- there have been six in all-had
the beginning of the performances. Every the dancer-audience interaction not been
night was prepared for by having a class, excited enough to produce a swept-up finale.
The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre
llien'a rehearsal, and then the actual performance. The classes were to teach new with, in part, Judith Jamison, Clive
choreography and to affirm the old; the Thompson, Miguel Godreau, Dudley
rehearsals prepared them for the per- Williams, Consuelo Atlas, Hector Mercado,
formances. What I had had at Trinity was a performed beautifully.
Yours,
.
true resemblance of these only less intense
C. Barrie Cook '72
because we had other considerations--we
Edinburgh, Scotland
January 5, 1971
were forced to be students and not

Private Colleges Desire Aid
For Enrolled State Students

by JohnMattus
The 19-member Connecticut Conference of would increase the burden on taxpayers, the
Independent Colleges (CCIC) asked the CCIC says.
state legislature last week to give private
The cost of the program would be about
colleges in the state $1000 for each Con- $10-12 million next year.
necticut resident they enroll full time.
The $1000 provision is about half the
•, The CCIC claims that if private colleges amount now spent on each student at state
do not receive substantial state aid they will schools and is actually "a measure of
have to raise tuitions to meet rising ex- economy" according to Archibald Woodruff,
penses. This would force students to turn CCIC president and president of the
increasingly to state colleges and hence University of Hartford.
Private colleges should be kept in
operation because of the contributions they
can make and their resources, not for
tradition, Woodruff said.
A straight $1000 grant would replace the
current program for money distribution to
private colleges which the CCIC says is
complex and keeps a large amount of the
appropriate money away from private
Nine of the College's fraternities will be colleges.
conducting second semester rush programs
The 1969 session of the General Assembly
this week, according to their spokesmen,
appropriated $1.5 million in aid to private
Six fraternities, Pi Kappa Alpha, Xi Theta colleges to increase space for Connecticut
Xi, St. Anthony Hall,' Alpha Chi Rho, Phi residents. About $900,000 has been paid out.
Kappa Psi, and Psi Upsilbn, will be acTwo days after the CCIC proposal, two
cepting women social members, as part of Connecticut House Republicans filed a bill
their formal policy. Pi Kappa Alpha andUXi to end all state aid to private colleges.
Theta Xi alone have formalized plans to
House minority leader; Francis Collins of
include freshmen men in their rush Brookfield
and assistant Leader Gerald
program.
Stevens of Milford say the state aid program
Sigma Nu said that no freshmen would be will result in a "dual system" of higher
pledged this semester, but would be allowed education.
•
to join as eating members. Psi Upislon said
The present method of state aid is working
that no firm decision had yet been made on out to $18000 a year per student, which is
freshmen rush.
more than it costs to educate them in public
Delta Kappa Epsilon indicated that no schools, according to Collins in a TRIPOD
formal decision concerning freshmen or interview last week. He said his bill is not a
coeds had been made. Social sisters were reaction to the CCIC proposal to give $1000
accepted last year, and the spokesman said
the group was keeping a n open mind on both per Connecticut student to private colleges.
Collins said he would like to look for other
issues.
ways to help subsidize pirivate colleges.

Nine Frats Try
Second Rush

A-Troupe Member:
Clive Thompson, Artist-in-Residence at the College, is a member of the Ailey Dance
Troupe.

"Frantic Physician/' Opera,
To be Staged Here by Hartt
Hartt Opera-Theatre of the University of
Hartford will present its production of
Charles Gounod's "The Frantic Physician"
in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center at the College Sunday, January 31 at
4:00 p.m.
The opera, one of this season's touring
productions for young audiences, has been
designed and staged by Elemer Nagy,
Music direction is by Moshe Paranov. The
conductor for the Trinity performance will
be Louis Pellettieri,
"The Frantic Physician" is a late work
and a rare comedy by Charles Gounod,
better known for such French lyric operas
as "Faust" and "Romeo et Juliette." The
libretto is based on Moliere's well-known
farce, "A Doctor in Spite of Himself." It will
oe presented in English translation. The
story concerns the love-affair of Lucinda,
daughter of a rich gentleman, Geronte, in
love with the impoverished Leander in spite
of her father's objections. It also concerns
the desire for revenge of a country rustic,
Martine, upon her husband, Sganarelle, a
woodcutter. The heroine, Lucinda, pretends
to have lost her power of speech, and since
the countryside is being scoured for
physicians, Martine tells Geronte's servants
that her husband is in reality a great doctor
in disguise. The hapless Sganarelle is forced
to treat Lucinda. Leander accompanies
Sganarelle as an apothecary and elopes with
Lucinda. Because of this escapade,
Sganarelle is threatened with immediate
hanging. In an attempt to save the situation,
Lucinda regains her voice, but the impasse
is not broken until Leander returns with a
fortune just inherited from an uncle, and the
opera ends happily.
Elemer Nagy is chairman of the theater
arts and opera' at Hartt College of Music,
University of Hartford. He is nationally
recognized for his productions at Hartt, the
Aspen Music Festival and such groups as
the Mobile and San Francisco Opera
Companies.
Moshe Paranov is president of Hartt
College and University of Hartford vicechancellor for performing arts. Dr. Paranov
is currently celebrating his 75th birthday
and the 50th season of Hartt College of Music
which he has largely developed, personally,
from a local music studio to one of the
nation's leading conservatories. Paranov
and Nagy have worked with Hartt OperaTheatre for more than 25 seasons. The
operas for youth have been seen by more
than 450,000 youngsters throughout New

MHBOG
presents

Buffy St. Marie
Friday, Feb. 5
8:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale
in Mather Hali
$3.50
Ferris Gymnasium

England, New York, and New Jersey.
Louis J. Pellettieri, the conductor, is the
Director of the Julius Hartt School of Music,
As an undergraduate, his studies included
work at Trinity. In addition to his
professional study with Hartt College
faculty, his teachers number such
distinguished men in music as Harold
Bauer, Vittorio Gianinni, Robert Shaw and
others.
All members of the Trinity community
are invited to this production and there is no
admission charge. However, in view of the
limited seating capacity of Goodwin
Theatre, admission will be primarily by
reservations. Advance reservations may be
made with the Office of the Austin Arts
Center. Reserved tickets will be held until
one-half hour before the performance. Any
remaining tickets will then be issued at the
door.

Eliet Announces
Tryout Schedule
For March Play
Tryouts will be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, January 27th and 28th, for the
Theatre Arts Departments' March Major
Production, THE DEVILS, by John Whiting.
The tryouts will be in the Goodwin Theatre
on both nights from 7 to 10 p.m. The play,
which is sechduled for production on March
11,12,13,14,18,19,20, and 21, will be under the
direction of David F. Eliet. All members of
the Trinity Community are invited to attend.
No preparation or theatrical experience
required.
THE DEVILS is based on Aldous Huxley's
THE DEVILS OF LOUDOUN, which, in
turn, is based on actual events occuring in
the small French town of Loudoun in the
early 17th Century. Within the cloister of the
provincial French Nunnery at Loudoun,
rumor has spoken to Sister Jeanne of the
Angels, of the libertine prist, Urbain
Grandier. A vision of him as spiritual advisor to the order possesses her. When he
rejects the offer of the Mother Superior, she
accuses him of filling the nuns' minds
through the power of Satan with filth and
iust.
For the clerics who are jealous of his
brilliance in preaching, for the laity who
disapprove of his luxury, and for Richelieu,
the "eminence grise" over all France, who
resents his political influence, the hysterical
passioq of the nuns is a sword against
Grandier. Their charge for his trial is
diabolism.
There are parts for 16 men and 8 women.
Rehearsals will begin the week of January
31st.
Those persons interested in trying out for
Theatre Arts Productions this semester
should note that, of the two major shows to
be given, only THE DEVILS will have open
casting. The May major will be presented by
the members of the Advanced Acting Class.
Tryouts for any and all One Acts, to be
announced later in the semester, will be
Open. The Department of Theatre Arts,
except in special cases like the one noted
above, maintains a strict policy of Open
Casting. Aiiy memlwr of the Trinity Community int« 't'stoi in iryintf mit will be given
full eonsid ti
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College to Instruct City Teachers
In Spanish, Puerto Mean Culture
The Department of Modern Languages
and Education have received an $8,300 grant
to instruct 25 Hartford teachers of Puerto
Rican students in the Spanish language and
Puerto Rican culture.
The program will consist of eight weeks of
summer workshops, including 2 weeks in
Puerto~Rico, and in-service sessions in the
fall when the teachers will apply the new
skills in school.
The program, originally coordinated by
Ivan A. Backer, special assistant for
community affairs, is being funded by the
Commission on Aid to Higher Education of
the State of Connecticut. The college will
contribute around $4,000 worth of services,
though most of the money will pay for
maintenance that would be necessary even
without the program.
Participating will be Gustave W. Andrian,
professor of modern languages, Ronald J.
Quirk, instructor of modern languages, and
Martin G. Decker, associate professor
of-,
education-. While in Puerto Rico the; groppj
will also receive instruction from the
Faculty of the University of Puerto Rico.
Backer says, the program is designed to
take 25 teachers from the Hartford School
system and give them "intensive Spanish
instruction and background
in Puerto Rican
history and culture.'1;The last,two weeks of
the summer will be spent visiting Puerto
Rican families and agencies in an effort to
gain appreciation of what they face each
d a y ,, - . . • .
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The Puerto Rican community has been
consulted in every step of planning the
program, says Backer. He contends this is
essential if the Puerto Rican citizens are to
feel they have a stake in the project.
There is no provision in the program for
participation of students from the College.
The heaviest concentration of Puerto
Ricans in Hartford are around the Bernard
Brown and Kinsella schools, directly north

and south of the Constitution Plaza area.
Backer hopes to draw teachers primarily
from these two schools, although he admits
that he doesn't know what the response will
be from the teachers. "We don't know
whether we will be flooded or have to go
begging," he said.
The Hartford teachers will receive no
compensation for time spent in the
program, although it will cost them nothing.
The program has been endorsed by the
Hartford School Board and the Model Cities
agency.
The program has been endorsed by the
Hartford School Board and the Model Cities
agency. Backer, who is at the college thanks
to a grant from the Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving, might have to leave this
summer when his grant' runs out. The
college has not decided whether it wants to
pick up the $22,000 a year tab to run the
Office of Community Affairs.

Summer Session to Concentrate
On Urban-Enviroimiental Studies
The Trinity College Summer School will
be in session again this summer, and, as you
might have expected, bigger and better than
ever.
The heart of the new program will be a
core curriculum of 12 courses related to
Urban and Environmental Studies, which
will be coordinated in part with the activities financed by the recent grant from
the National Science Foundation. Twenty
additional courses will be offered by a
number of departments.
There will be no courses in English and
History. Neither department expressed
interest.
There will also be a graduate division of
the summer school which will remain the
same as last year.
The Faculty for the school will be mostly
Trinity's, with the exception of some
modern languages instructors.
"I would feel presumptuous in going

outside a department for a summer school
instructor unless the department suggested
that I do so," commented Edwin P. Nye,
dean of the Faculty and dean of the summer
school. "If I were a chairman, I would feel
that it was an insult from the dean's office if
he hired an outsider," he continued.
The English and History departments
have not offered courses in years, although
Nye says that he would have like to had
courses in those departments dealing with
the city.
Nye admits that running the summer
session this year will be "really going out on
a limb." The risk is essentially a financial
one.
Last year the graduate summer school
showed a profit of $5,000, while the undergrate courses were in the red by $15,000.
Nye said that last year's program tried to
offer too much, and was "too thin."

Here's a great opportunity
to fail.

Aliens

All aliens must report their addresses
to the Federal Government in the month
of January. See Harold at the Post Office
for a form if you need one.

THE

210
EUROPE
Round-trip DC-8 JET
from New York
For only $210* round trip,
Icelandic Airlines flies you direct to Luxembourg in the heart
of Europe for best connections
to everywhere. Dally jets. No
groups to join. Stay one day or
up to 45. Fly Icelandic—for lowest fares to Iceland, Luxembourg, England, Scotland, Norway Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards
—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then'call your travel agent.
•Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat.
To- Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Ave.. N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
Fares to Europe •
Student
Fares Q

Along with an even better opportunity to make good.
And it won't take you years to find out which.
We'll put you to work in real jobs. With real responsibility.
And real problems.
You'll find out fast whether you'like banking or hot.
.
You'll find out fast if you've got what it takes.
•'•'• ••• •
For more information on our E. R. U. (Excellence, Risk,
Urgency) Program, please add your name to our schedule in your
placement office. Or write C. R. Claus, Vice President, Executive
Development Division, 140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10015.
If you're willing to risk failure in a responsible job, Marine
Midland is willing to give you the responsibility,
And the rewards that go with it.
Our Representative Will Be On Campus February 3, 1971

JMIS'lyjiDLAND BANK
NEWYORIC
MARINE MIDLAND BUILDING 140 Broadway; New York, N.Y. 10015

J

TO EUROPE
:Of any scheduled airline • ,
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Who Thinks Abstractly?
-——

EDITORIAL SECTION
January 2(i, I!)71

Wake Up
in no uncertain terms, this college suffers from mediocrity and a satisfaction
with second best. An inferiority complex pervades the atmosphere, and behind it
lies an insensitivity and lack of committment to make the college better
academically, socially, and with respect to governance. The question of who is to
biame is an intricate one. Faculty complacency and student apathyare symbiotic
and inseparable. Students have for too long placed the burden elsewhere. We
have never really faced our personal lack of rigorous intellectual standards, our
avoidance of certain embarrassing social issues, our non-constructive approach
to governance, and yes, our apathy.
- As a liberal arts college, Trinity is dedicated to the ethic of personal responsibility and morality. Student performance indicates that this ethic is dead (if it
ever was alive), that students are not going to demand tho upper hand in shaping
iheir lives as students at Trinity, in the classroom, in the dormitories, and in the
student center. The pseudo-sophistication with which college-wide matters are
brushed aside is absolutely abhorrent to any one wM T sense of self-improvement
or community responsibility. To say that you are somehow above, or graduated
from responsibility in college academic or governance matters is one of the most
arrogant and most common ego trips around.
That there is too much mediocrity and lack of creativity in. Faculty work is
obvious from classes, from the length of the Dean's List, from the dust on the
library shelves, and from the failure of the advisory system. Yet this must be
viewed in light of the intellectual compost which pours from the mouths and pens
of students from one semester to the next.
The crowded conditions of the dormitories and the general poverty of extracurricular facilities can be weighed against student disrespect for the privacy
and property of fellow students.
Cries over the hiring and firing of Faculty members have always come too late.
Students in each department should constantly be breathing clown their chairman's back so that he faces each such decision with trepidation and the
foreknowledge of student reaction
• And the talk of.a racially healthy community seems to us just rhetoric when we
look at the mere peanuts raised by last year's scholarship drive (there may be no
drive this year) and the snickering racism of both blacks and whites on campus.
These realities and others indicate that whatever else Trinity suffers from, it
suffers most from its students' - students who have buried too much of their
creativity, their sensitivity, their intelligence, and their drive for improvement in
a coffin of selfishness, laziness and complacency. The college reeks of second
rateness because of it, and the consequent nose-holding has become unbearable.
So wake up, Trinity students, because your time is running out and your college is
running down as you sit there in the cave, sipping coffee and not realizing that its
you who's got something to gain and everything to lose and nothing better to do
than to turn this place inside out.
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by Jay Mandt

We have no guarantees that we aren' t just
as petty and stupid as we say (correctly)
someone else is. The truth of what we have
to say does not make us better than we are,
though usually our saying the truth has a
good effect. I think that this is the general
situation with political thinking on
American university campuses today. Lots
of people are dismissing the dismal business
of politics as either hopeless or contaminating. But this question should be
asked, whether or not those views are true:
Do or do not those dismissing politics
deserve to be dismissed themselves?
In Harper's Magazine for December there
is a long excerpt from the forthcoming book
by Bill Moyers, former Johnson White
House aide and later publisher of Newsday.
The Moyers book, Listening to America,
contains one acutely relevant story. While
Moyers was in the State of Washington
researching his book, he spent an afternoon
in the town of Colfax, in the southeast
Washington Whitman County. Whitman
County is the seat of Washington State
University, and on the afternoon of Mr.
Moyers' visit, Colfax was the scene of a
public meeting whose purpose was to help
the University "get back on the right truck"
regarding campus unrest. It seems that the
University had had u strike by part of the
student body.
The Moyers article ami book deserve the
most careful reading. In this particular
section, one could hear all about what the
local politicians of Colfax would like to do to
those at the State University. State Senator
Sam Guess was among the many legislators
who spoke. He outlined a bill which he was
submitting to the Slate Legislature. I quote
the remarks of the Senator: "Under this bill,
any administrator, faculty member, or
elected official, including senators and
representatives, may submit a written
complaint to the board (of Trustees)
charging any faculty member with unprofessional conduct, specifying the
grounds therefore. If the board determines
that such complaints merit consideration,
the board will designate three members to
sit as a committee to hear and report on the
charges. Upon filing of a complaint the pay
of the accused faculty member shall be
suspended until a final determination is
made by the board." The senator assured
the skeptical students who had come over to
Colfax l'or the meeting that the bill also
contained guarantees of "due process."
I would think that only the most unintelligent person could fail to see the threat to
academic and personal freedom present in
the Guess Bill (later ruled unconstitutional
by the attorney-general of' the State of
Washington). The qualification for filing a
complaint, namely that it charge "unprofessional conduct," is totally vague. The
provisions for trying the guilty are just that:
by withdrawing pay from all those accused
in the easy and prejudical manner outlined,
the Guess Bill assumes guilt on the part of
those charged.
Political Interpretations
The political interpretation that this entire
incident in Colfax calls for is not difficult to
think through. The citizens, who responded
warmly to Senator Guess and other
speakers with similar or more extreme
views are dangerously close to deserving
the label 'fascist' in the strict sense. They
show absolutely no understanding of either
the complex political situation that existed
on the campus of Washington State, during
the strike or the least notion of what a
university ought to , be doing as an
educational institution. The remark of one
person who wrote Harper's in reference to
this scene is quite cogent: it is obvious that
the average citizen (at least in this instance,
and in this community) does not want
education for his children because of the
intrinsic worth of education, but rather
because the possession of a college degree is
an economic advantage in the job market
As one student remarked to Moyers: "In the
beginning was lucre, and lucre was God "
There are other pieces of political information that come to mind immediately
The Gallup Poll has reported that a large
majority of the country .feels that the
students killed at Kent State University and
Jackson State last spring "got what" they
deserved." Even the appearance of the
lather of Allison Krause, killed at Kent
State, on all network news programs with
tear-filled eyes, and a plea for national
sanity had virtually, no effect. The country
continues to believe quite explicitly that
-they got what they deserved " all
arguments about what is and what is not a

capital offense not withstanding.
This political attitude however should not
be characterized as 'fascist', even if that is
exactly what it is. The process of labeling is
common to political discussion at the
universities but I wish to point out that this
sort of thinking (or not-thinking) is just what
the likes of Senator Guess are doing in the
first place. We must regard these matters
without presuppositions: look at the meeting
in Colfax, which is highly representative;
note the views expressed; finally, ask
yourself how the people involved are
thinking. The answer to this question is:
they are thinking abstractly.
Abstract thinking, as the German
philosopher Hegel pointed out in an essay
written just after 1800, is any thinking ( or
not-thinking J which sees things in terms of
pre-defined terms and carefully forgets all
the essential facts. Senator Guess was
thinking abstractly-he was presenting in his
bill a view of professors that made them
nothing but their professional roles, and
denied that there was any human essence to
them. Thus one could please the senator by
noticing the "unprofessional conduct" of a
faculty member at the Washington State
University.
Such abstract thinking is nearly notthinking because it lacks any relation to
realities. We should all realize that a
professor cannot ever be just his
professional role. Nobody is ever just any
one thing. Instead, we are always more or
less what we are, in all the complication that
implies -- even Senator Guess.
Hegel writes: "Who thinks abstractly?
The uneducated, not the educated." This is
because education is really about concrete

'Who thinks
abstractly? The
uneducated,
not the .
educated.'
-—Hegel
realities, and to think concretely is the
opposite of thinking abstractly. If one is
truly educated, one thinks concretely, about
the truth, and not abstractly, about empty
concepts and pre-defined terms formed out
of ignorance.
But notice that not just Senator Guess and
the citizens of Colfax think abstractly, and
see, not living and breathing long-haired
students and faculty members, but rather
stereo-typed enemies of the people, metaphysical threats embodied, nightmare
monsters and dragons. We academic
citizens see not Senator Guess with his
confused mass of good and bad intentions,
but rather a demogogue and 'fascist', a
threat to us. We arc really just as bound by
abstract thinking as he is with the only
difference being our more sophisticated
empty terms. We are just as ignorant of'the
common run of man as he is of the common
run of students and professors; we both fail
to see concretely, to see each other as quite
un-common. We are suffering from a lack of
imagination.
This situation is easy to fall into, but that
is hardly an excuse.Our failure is manifest
at every level of our existence, from
everyday concerns to our supposedly
rigorous intellectual work. Every one of us.
who expresses our dislike for politics with
some well chosen words about the mendacity of politicians is thinking abstractly'
Every one of us who dislikes politics or ate
least being politically involved, on tn
grounds that "the System is rigged" lS
thinking abstractly, and is quite stubbornly
ignoring the concrete facts of political atfairs.
Those of us who are engaged in serious
intellectual work with politics and history
slip into the .same root errors. It is easy}°
pick up the vocabulary of the great socia'
<ConL on p. f»)
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Drugs, Felony . . .
President says "he would appreciate some
advice from the community on this
question." He expressed hope that a policy
would be ready before any convictions were
obtained so that administrative action
would be unnecessary.
The President in his letter to the Council
pointed to some places in the new statement
where he thinks minor changes might be
made. He has also asked the council to
formulate any College regulations which it
sees, as a result of acceptance of the drug
policy.
If a College regulation is adopted concerning the use or sale of illegal drugs, then,
under the adjudicative system, all violations
of those regulations must be brought to the
attention of the proper board of the system
by a member of the community. There is no
proversion in the adjudicative system for
the formal enforcement of regulations by
any particular group - the adjudicative
document suggests that the system can
only work when everyone accepts
"collective responsibility." A person could
be charged with violating the college drug
regulations only if a complaint were made
by another student, faculty member, or
individual administrator.
Commenting on both the felon and drug
issues, Lockwood said that a strong community consensus on any adopted policy is
absolutely necessary if it is to hold up under
pressure.
Marc. S. Salisch, dean of community life
and chairman of the Drug Advisory Council,
said that because students doubt the

(from P. 1)
illegality of some drugs, achieving a consensus will be difficult, the situation will
best be resolved if sanctions against drugs
are enforced" primarily through civil
authorities."

Vote...
(from P. 1)
wording of the motion, on the desirability of
haying members of the Hartford press
present, on the accuracy of the Tripod in
general, and on the question of privileged
information.
Privileged information is the right to
privacy which some members claim will be
violated if everything they say becomes
public. The resolution before the Faculty
today says nothing on the subject. But
Conference spokesmen are expected to
argue that if leaks of privileged information
occur, the student invitations will be immediately rescinded.
Any Faculty wishing to present privileged
information will have to label it so before
speaking at the Faculty meetings.
Pressure for admitting student members
of Faculty committees began to mount last
year.
Proponents of the idea claim that it is
unfair to expect students to work hard on
proposals and recommendations if they can
not assist in seeing them through the
Faculty, and speaking for them if
necessary.

Abstract Thought...

Page 5

Comparison of Exerpts
From Two Drug Policies
Policy HI - September, 1969
written by the subcommittee
on drugs of the TCC
chairman: George Higgins

Policy #2 -November, 1970
written by the Drug Advisory
Council
chairman: Marc Salisch

However, many of the drugs which are used
in this country have clear and demonstrable But it would be irresponsible for Trinity to
dangers inherent in their use. Consequently disregard a situation which can become
it would be less than responsible for an in- detrimental to the welfare of its members.
stitution concerned with the welfare of its Its soluations requires frank and open
members to ignore these dangers which discussion.
include disrupting the college's educational
** *
effectiveness. Therefore the college does not Since human interaction and concern are
condone the use of drugs whose possession preferable to substituting chemical
is illegal or illegal without prescription. solutions for human problems, the College
wishes to advise and help individuals who
** *
Human interaction and concern are are having difficulty with the use of drugs or
preferable to substitution chemical who find themselves caught in drug-related
solutions for human problems..In this activities to the detriment of the primary
respect, the college wishes to counsel, aid, obligation to learn and grow as human
advise and otherwise help individuals and beings...the College is sympathetic and
groups who are gaving difficulty with the understanding towards individuals who are
use of drugs...They may be confident that in need.
:
all attempts will be made to aid them....
***
** *
The College will make every effort to keep
Trinity College is not a law enforcement people informed about drugs...for there is
agency...However individuals who violate ample evidence that individuals have been
local, state, or federal laws are not subject harmed by both the durgs themselves and
to immunity be virtue of being a member of ignorance of the possible consequences.
the Trinity College community or by having Persons who violate the law should realize
that they are not immune to law ensought counsel...
forcement by virtue of being a member of
** *
Illegal distribution of drugs on the campus Trinity College community.
* **
will not be tolerated in any form. Not only
does such activity have a coercive effect on The college views as a serious threat to the
other individuals, but rightfully brings into campus community persons who illegally
play the concerns of the surrounding distribute those controlled (illegal) drugs
community and thereby restricts the which crippl§ the individual's ability to
College's ability to have flexibility in these function in society and which interfere with
maintaining a free and healthy campus
areas....

(from P. 4)
thinkers like Hegel and Marx, but quite
another thing to understand what they said
or what we should say. Marx did not mean
his theory of history to be an abstract
thought, he was thinking concretely, about
thehardisought truth. He, or any other mind
of his quality is not thinking abstractly just

Exchange
Students wishing to apply for participation in the 12-college exchange for
next year must fill out application blanks
and return them to Dean Winslow no
later than Thursday, Friday 4. Instructions and further
information
available from the Office of Educational
Services. Colleges offering spaces are:
Bowdoin, Smith, Wellesley, Dartmouth,
Vassar, Mt. Holyoke, Weslyan, Conn.
College, Wheaton, Williams, and
Amherst.
Applicants for the O'Neill Memorial
Theatre Foundation should follow the
same application procedure

!M O&V6F t) f?Af7l-

because he uses "abstract" language, and
great transcendental concepts. If his
thought is forth-right, it lives with the same
quality of uncommonness as the reality of
which it is thinking. Concrete thinking
allows one to think from one set of facts in
the present to another in the future, with a
guarantee that if you don't commit an error .
along the way, the facts in the future are
very likely going to turn out as you thought
they would. Thinkers of this quality are said
to have insight. In part, insight is just the
result of being careful to not think abstractly.
The Moyers book and article are a
remarkable account of confusion and
disorder, more or less just a report of what
people are saying around the country, and
not Moyers' interpretation of what they are
saying. Reading what Moyers has uncovered can lead to a re-examination of our
own situation, especially if we don't start
throwing labels at the material he reports so
we won't have to think about it anymore.
Hegel says the subject of abstract thinking
can be driven to make a pact with the devilwhatare we doing, and what are we making
them do?

Thefts...
(from P. 1)
attributed this to students who were "more
security conscious" as a result of talks on
security to the campus community, a poster
campaign, and the apprehension of
burglars.
"Most of the breaks are because doors are
left open," Garafolo said. He said thefts
from open rooms can occur even while a
student has stepped momentarily down the
hall. Only a few of the breaks are forced
entries, he said.
Most thefts occur from 5-12 p.m. and in the
winter because it becomes dark earlier,
Garafolo commented.
There are four College guards on duty in
the evenings, Garafol said. They make
rounds of various buildings, assist students,
and supervise some of the evening parking.
Garafolo called for a "stricter" return of
dorm keys in June. He suggested the current
SI fine for non-returned keys be substantially increased.
The security chief said it was difficult to
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control the duplicating of keys off campus.
One precaution is to have keys stamped "do
not duplicate" but this is not always obeyed,
he said.
Dormitory thefts occur more frequently
during vacations, Garafolo noted. He said
dorms have to be left open even if only one
student wishes to remain there during
vacation.
It is possible to lock the outside dormitory
door and issue the student a key for it, he
said. This was successfully done last year
during the summer, but the "repercussions" of issuing keys to dorm buildings
may be felt in the future, Garafolo said.
He said he is looking into the adoption of
locks without keys. These are combination
locks with numbered buttons. By pushing
them in a certain sequence, the lock will
open, he explained.
Garafolo urged students to report breaks
to the Hartford police and campus security,
who may be able to recover stolen articles.
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This Week
TUESDAY.January 26
7:30 p.m. and 10:15 p.m.'Films(as
Monday)-Cinestudio
6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.-F. and V.
Basketball-Williams-Home
10:30 p.m.-Compline-Chapel

campus imcRviews
FEBRUARY 2,1971

WEDNESDAY, January 27
Noon-The Eucharist-Chapel
4:00 p.m.-T.C.C.-Wean Lounge
7:30 p.m.-V. & F, Swimming-BabsonAway
8:30 p.m.-Hockey-Babson-Away
7:30 p.m.-Film:"Go Wesf'-Cinestudio
9:05 p.m.-Film:"At the Circus"Cinestudk)
THURSDAY, January 28
10:00 a.m.-l;30 p.m. and 2:30-4:00 p.m.-ID
Photos-Washington Room, MCC
3:00 p.m.-F. & V. Squash-Amherst-Home
7:00 p.m.-MHBG-Alumni Lounge
7:30 and 9:05 p.m.-FilmsCas Wednesday)
10:30 p.m.-The Eucharist-Chapel

FRIDAY, January 29
6:15 p.m.-Hillel Sabbath Service-Senate
Rm.
3:30 p.m.-Squash Round Robin-Hobart vs.
Bowdoin-Home
7:30 p.m.-F. Baskegball-Harlera PrepHome
8:00 p.m.-V. Basketball-Middlebury-Away
7:30 and 101:35 p.m.-Film:"Go West"Cinestudio
9:05 p.m.-Film:"At The Circus"Cinestudio

SATURDAY, January 30
Squash Round Robin (continued)
10:00 a.m.-Bowdoin vs. Wesleyan
11:15 a.m.-Trinity vs. Hobart
2:00 p.m.-Hobart vs. Wesleyan
3;15 p.m.-Trinity vs. Bowdoin
2:30 p.m.-Swimming-Canterbury-Away
8:30 p.m.-Hockey-New Haven-Home
7:30 p.m.-Film:"Go Wesf'-Cinestudio
9:05 p.m.-Film: "At The Circus"Cinestudio

WC'D LIKC TO TaLK TO YOU dBOIIT
career opportunities that match your interests and education
. . . our long-established management training program
. . . our diverse and growing corporation
— our nationwide facilities
. . . our corporate philosophy of caring about people
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!

SUNDAY, January 31
10:30 a.m.-The Eucharist, Chapel SingersSermon by the chaplain-Chapel
1:15 p.m.-Newman Apostolate y MassAlumni Lounge
4:00 p.m.-Hartt Opera Theatre: "The
Frantic Physician"-Goodwin Theatre,
A.A.C.
7:30 and 9:20 p.m.-Films: "King of
Hearts" and "The Passion of Anna"Cinestudio

MONDAY, February 1
Films: (as Sunday-Cinestudio)

L|our Future

Preparation for
tests required for
admission to postgraduate
schools
Six and twelve
session courses
Small groups
Voluminous study
material for home
study prepared by
experts in each field

Lesson schedule can
be tailored to meet
individual
needs.
Lessons can be
taken over a pelod
of several months to
a year, or in as short
a time as one week.
Classes forming
locally.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
.

.

TUTORING AND GUIDANCE SINCE 1038
1675 East 16th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

(212) 336-5300) .'/
;•;•; (203) 776-4939?
Sf AMIEY H. KAPIAN, AFFILIATES
:".-'-', • ' "WiUt.lHn-ln • DMiolt

. The Tuto/mjf Srhml uith the Yom,,,,,;,;,, Rrimlali

And just what IS the Bethlehe'm Steel Loop Course? It's our management development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees,
Bethlehem loopers spend four weeks at our home offices in Bethlehem, Pa. Then they report
to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. From there, anything is possible.
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or meELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating
chanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabriworks, mining operations, and shipyard electrical encating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
gineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipoperations involving sophisticated electrical and elecbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.
tronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department opMETALLURGICAL ENGlNEERING-Metallurgical deerates coal and iron ore mining operations and limepartments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
stone quarries, many of which are among the most
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supermodern and efficient in the industry. This iQ,000-rnan
visory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining enmills. Also: Research or Sales.
gineers. Also: Research.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Teohnical and supervisory
positions in coke.works, including production of byNAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENG1NEERSproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central
of air and water pollution control equipment. EngineerTechnical Division, our design and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
ing and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also: Research or Sales.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants.
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encourfabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
aged to sign up for an interview.
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operaACCOUNTANTS—Graduates in accounting or business
tions. Also: Sales.
, •
'
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred)
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
are recruited for training for supervisory assignments
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
m our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignOTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
ments jn engineering, construction, and maintenance.
degrees m liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
Supervision of production operations. Saies Department . invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department.
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (techSome non-technical graduates may be chosen to fili
nical service to architects and engineers).
. openings in steel plant operations and other departments.
WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Bethlehem Steels Loop Course."
We think you will like what we have to say.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JETHI
ST
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Judge Claims Berrigans Forfeit
Rights; Upholds Censorship Rule
by Susannah Heschel
A federal judge has denied a preliminary and meaningful way," and (4) "limit the
injunction to allow dissemination of writings free flow of ideas and associations among
or tapes by prisoners held in Federal men so vital to a democratic society."
prisons. The motion for preliminary inThey requested.that the judge certify the
junction was filed last month by Fathers case as a "class action," so that the first
Daniel and Philip Berrigan, on behalf of amendment rights of all 21,000 federal
themselves and all Federal prisoners.
prisoners would be considered. In a class
Federal court judge T. Emmet Clairie action one or two persons can bring a
found "no persuasive proof" that the lawsuit on behalf of many other people.
Berrigans "are suffering any irreperable
The Berrigans appeared before Clairie
harm" under present censorship December 14 to present testimony for a
regulations. Clairie denied the Berrigans preliminary injunction. Specifically,
request to have their suit apply to all testimony at the hearing concerned a serFederal prisoners on the grounds of the mon written by them in September at the
"unique status" of the plaintiffs, with request of a religious group in New York.
"priestly background and scholarly They claimed they were denied permission
achievements," and as "successful to circulate the sermon to groups outside the
prison.
authors."
William V. Bender, attorney for the
Clairie wrote, "These plaintiffs must face
the fact that they have temporarily forfeited Berrigans, stated, "all that's in issue in this
many of the rights associated with freemen case are matters that should be protected by
the First Amendment. The plaintiffs are
during their period of commitment."
The decision means there will be no im- asking that prisoners be entitled to the same
mediate restraint of censorship of the protection under the amendments as an>
Berrigans' writings by prison officials. The other citizen." Bender also said that if a
case may go to trial this spring, according to man's rights are denied when he goes to jail
he cannot be expected to function as a full
informed sources.
The judge's ruling against a "class ac- citizen with all his rights under the amendtion" on behalf of all federal prisoners will ments after he is released.
Assistant United States Attorney Barry J.
exclude supporting testimony from any
other prisoners with censorship complaints. Cutler in his summary, stated, "There's
On Novembers the Berrigans filed suit to nothing wrong with a test case," but they
test the right of prison authorities to (1) "cannot use the court as a forum for exdeprive inmates "of their right to speak, pressing their religious and political views.
write, and disseminate ideas," (2) suspend . . It is a matter of common sense that a
the rights guaranteed to the inmates "by the warden must exert some discretion."
First Amendment during the term of their Elimination of all censorship "would mean
incarceration," (3) deprive inmates "of to allow all letters to go through, or else
their freedom or practice of religion in a full none."

Ron Delsener presents

JAMES TAYLOR

Green Thumb, Red Hand
Members of the Hartford Police vice squad examine the cultivated marijuana plants
seized from a College dormitory suite over Christmas vacation. Four students were
arrested on counts of drug law violations.

Local Police Arrest Four
On Five Drug Charges
by John Mattus
Arrest warrants for four Trinity students amphetamine and barbituate pills, and 2
were issued by Hartford police over ounces of marijuana seeds in a 2 p.m. raid in
Christmas vacation, charging each of them a High Rise suite Dec.30.
with five drug Jaw violations.
The four students who occupy the same
Vice squad officers confiscated eleven suite are charged with possession of
marijuana plants, sun lamps, plant food, marijuana and controlled drugs, possession
of marijuana and controlled drugs with
intent to sell, and conspiracy to violate the
drug abuse law.
Lt. Francis Kelliher, vice squad commander said his men acted on "speedy
information" without a search warrant.
The four students were on vacation at the
Draft counselling is available in the
time of the raid, according to Kelliher.
Chapel Monday through Friday 3-5 p.m.
Kelliher told the TRIPOD that the Conand Monday night 7-9 p.m.
necticut possession of marijuana is a
misdemeanor with a maximum jail sentence of one year in jail or a $1000 maximum
fine, or both. The possession of marijuana
with intent to sell is a felony and carries a
maximum fine of $1000 and up to 5 years in
jail.
Kelliher said the campus is "no sanctuary" from police.
The "normal procedure" is to confer with
Students from more than 100 nations
administrators before police become inwould like to correspond with American
volved with campus matters, he said.
students. Letters Abroad is interested in
However, the police will act immediately
you. Write: Letter Abroad, 209 East 56th
in certain cases, including complaints,
Street, New York 10022. Please enclose
offenses committed in front of them in their
name, address, age, college class, and
presence and when they' receive "speedy
special interests.
information." The latter refers to a "trip"
or reasonably accurate information concerning a crime,
• Kelliher said the police have "minimal
trouble" with Trinity students.
According to police, this was the fourth
time since June that police have come to the
College in response to alleged drug offenses. Other arrests followed the alleged
selling of drugs to police undercover agents.
Students are urgently invited to help in
archaeological excavations in England
this summer. Academic credit possible.
Cost varies, but around $750 including jet
REMEMBER MOM'S
fare. Deadline for applications is March
DECORATED CAKE$4.00
1. Write Professor Ian Lowson, 539 West
112 St., New York, 10025.
MRS.R.H.GILPIN —529-4911
WILL DELIVER TO CAMPUS

Draft

Correspondence

ONLY
CONNECTICUT
APPEARANCE

BUSHNELL MEMORIAL
HARTFORD, CONN.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19
7:00 & 10:00 P.M.

'Dig'

ALSO

JO MAMA
CAROLEKING
TICKETS: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50, 6.50
Available now at Box Office; Stag Shop & La Salle Music, W.
Hartford; Warren's, New Britain. Mail orders to Bushnell
Memorial, Hartford, Conn, and enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

T-E-A-C-H-E-R-S
Public or Private Schools
Certified or Uncertified
New York Area or Nationwide
Call or Write:
212 947-3212 or 563-6755
500 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., NY 10036
ASSOCIATED
TEACHERS
AGENCY

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave.,
Hartford
"Call before you leave
\the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon, - Thur. -11 *.m.-12 pjn.
Frl. and Sat. U a.m.-l a.m.
Sun.-12 a.m.-11 p.m.
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News Analysis

College Council Unsure of Governance Role
Last April 15 a committee of the College
Council made a series of recommendations
to that Council about how it could gain more
"clout" in the governance of the college.
The aim was to move the TCC from its
relative obscurity as "advisory body to the
President." The proposal centered on three
areas: (1) the enlarging of the Council to
include 9 students, 8 Faculty, 3 Administrators, 2 Fellows, 1 Parent, and 1
Staff member; (2) the enlargement of
responsibility of the Council to make
recommendations not only to the President,
but to Faculty: and college committees on
any "Questions.which are of moment to the
institution and I?]: the.requirement that any
person of group "receiving a TCC recommendation would have to adopt it or explain
in detail why the recommendation was
rejected. Since April, only the? additional
personnel deployment has Wtjeen accomplished, and the other two areas have
been forgotten.,It's no surprise-more than
half the new council never saw the
document! Indications are that they really
don't care to.
The hew chairman of the Council is Frank
Child, a veteran and former chairman.
Child appreciates conciseness of thought
and speech and action, and anyone who
betrays them meets with his rather
humurous retorts. Child generally stays out
of most controversies -- he swings very few
votes and is quite unpredictable.
The most powerful man in the Council is
vice-president Thomas A. Smith. The new
members, especially the parent, the
secretary, the graduate student, and the
Fellows tend to vote the way he does. The
reasons vary with the individual. For one
thing, Smith is thought to speak for the
President, and when you are unsure, there is
no safer way to vote than with the position of
the man you're advising. Then too, Smith
knows how to speak, how to seem skeptical
and moderate at the same time, how to be
funny, and how to throw in all sorts of facts
about the College which only he knows.
Smith has been on the Council since its
conception and he rarely loses a fight.
The Faculty members seem to have

by Steve Pearlstcin
shifted to the right since the reorganization. which show clear student biases. To a very
They are careful to protect any existing limited extent, they are the Council
Faculty prerogative, and quick to assert "radicals." They seem well-disposed to play
politics with the Council, notably on the
that students who want to have the same
privileges in governance as Faculty had issues of felons and the B & G strike. And
better act up to Faculty standards. Ronald since they are Senate veterans, it's no
J. Quirk, Henry A. DePhillips, Karl F. surprise that their attendance is in conHaberlandt, and Richard B. Crawford sistent.
generally vote as a block, advocating
Somewhere in the middle are John
minimal Council action in most areas. The Stevens, Andy Wolf, and Charlie Yeager.
Felons question was a noteable exception. The three don't seem quite sure of their role,
Robert B. Oxnam, a veteran member, whether as innovators, investigators,
usually votes with students, although his student spokesmen, or grand mediators.
attendance and participation have been Wolf has brought a number of interesting
sporadic. He was favored for the position of topics to the Council's attention, but he
chairman, but he declined before his doesn't show the political knowhow to get
nomination was made.
them going. Stevens can be sharp but very
Richard T. Lee, like Child, is un- unforceful. Yeager seems always to be
predictable, although on several occasions asking questions but rarely come up with
he has demonstrated that he likes the any answers!
.-,. .
Council responsibilities the way they are.
Remaining
are
administrative
Lee is often penetrating in his logic and representatives N. Robbins Winslow and
biting humor.
Marc S. Salisch. Winslow, as Secretary to
He is a striking contrast to James L. the Council, spends most of his time taking
Potter, who doesn't say much, but when he notes. In Council voting as well as in his
does, nobody seems to listen. On several
other committee work this year, Winslow
occasions it might have been well if they has displayed skepticism toward student
had.
sincerity in governance and intellectual
The student Council members are hard to pursuits. He has probably been the most
categorize. Robert Osher, a veteran, votes consistent obstructionist in the group. His
as if he were a dean. On five or six issues in fellow dean Salisch has shown himself to be
which the student interest was clearly on quite the opposite. Desptie all the Salischone side, he abstained from voting. Osher jokes around the community life chief is
has done a lot of good work for the Council in very much concerned with collegiality as a
the past, most notably in writing the ad- principle of governance, is very active in
judicative document, but he seems to be committees on drugs, housing, rights and
responsibilities, and council organization.
contemplating his graduation,already.
Also sitting on the Council are Osher's old Surprisingly Salisch is the only one who
Senate cronies Tim Wallach, Mike Leder- publicly remembers the April 15 "clout"
berg, and John Rezek, who generally voice document, and on several occasions he has
support for a wide variety of council action advocated Council action to enlarge the

scope of Council activity. He says in private
that the new Council probably won't buy the""
April 15 formula, with its provisions of
Council recommendations to the Faculty,
For that reason he has been reluctant to
push the issue.
While the Council members are looking
for something they can all agree on,
President Lockwood has expressed interest
in expanding Council influence and moving
closer to collegiality. Contrary to the
arguments of those members who \vould
limit the scope of Council action, Lockwood
said in an interview last week, "There is
.nothing in the charge (of the Council) which*,
prevents it from making any recommendations of moment to the college. It's •,.,*
entirely possible and I would be in favor of |
it." He said such areas as financial affairs,4,
admissions, the degree structure, like most'
other Faculty issues, are "not that totally
academic." It was Lockwood who actually
pushed hardest for the expansion of the
Council membership, and who is said to
have been behind the April 15 document.
But as in many areas of interest to Lockwood, he has displayed a remarkable
propensity for staying out of things, of not
playing politics and not using his influence.
Almost every major recommendation of the
Council has been rejected by the President*
in the last two years. If he had been a little
more astute politically, he wouldn't have
had to say "no" so often. Perhaps if he
would attend a few meetings, submit a few
draft proposals to the Council, and call them
into special session at times of college crisis,
he might start moving it in the direction that
he wants, and in the direction of collegiality.
Right now the Council is begging for
guidance.

Career
Counseling
Please Sign up for the following Job
Recruiting Programs in the
Career Counseling Office:
Monday. Jan 25 - U.S.. Civil Service
Commission
Tuesday, Jan. 26 - Aetna Life Insurance
Worcester Public Schools
Wednesday, Jan. 27 - Conn. Civil Service
Commission
Thursday, Jan, 28 - General Electric
Conn. Bank and Trust Mutual Insurance
Co.
Friday, Jan. 29 - RCA (computer and
sales)

TEACHERS NEEDED
Opportunities for beginning and
experienced candidates, private
schools, coast to coast. Also
public schools in the northeast.
Especially sciences, math,
languages. Write today for
particulars.

You might be happier at /Etna.
If you have a liking for figures, finance
and money, /Etna Life & Casualty might be
a way to both job satisfaction and
success.
If you haven't thought about insurance,
maybe that's because you haven't heard
the whole truth about it.
For example, because our business
has become so sophisticated, we have one
of the largest computer installations in
'the country. And, if you think of insurance
in terms of premiums and settlements,
you'll be surprised at how deeply /Etna is
involved with stocks and bonds, equities,
and real estate.
If you're analytically-minded, there are

many careers open to you. As an actuary,
accountant, computer programmer or
securities analyst, for example. In these
positions and others you'll be helping
27 million people who depend on /Etna for
security in a shaky world. We have a
reputation for not letting them clown.
A brochure called "The Whole Truth"
spells out how /Etna works, and the many
specific opportunities we have for people
of all talents. It's an honest picture of an
honest business.
Why not stop in at your placement
office soon and read it.
You could do yourself—and manv
other people-a lot of good.

SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-participating company.

OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE
LIFE& CASUALTY

Tel: 203-688-6409
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Faculty Committees
Faculty Conference
Steele, chairman; McNulty, P. Smith, J. Williams, Gettier. Three more to be
elected.
Academic Affairs
Langhorne, chairman; Galbraith, Kurth, Spencer, Butcher, Hook.
Academic Freedom
Brown, Lindsay, Minot, Sapega,

Hendel

Appointments and Promotions
McNulty, Van Stone. One more to be elected. Chairman to be determined.
College Affairs Committee
Higgins, chairman; Katz, Ogden, Pretina.
Curriculum Committee
Downs, N. Miller, Morris, Poliferno, Sloan. Five more to be elected. Chairman to be determined.
Financial Affairs Committee
Battis, chairman; Curran, Sloan, DeLong.
Educational Policy Committee
Stewart, chairman; Andrian, R.T. Lee, Sloan. One more to be elected.

Faculty Elections
(from P . I )
Battis, whose term expires.The committee,
which consists of three faculty members,
receives recommendations from department chairmen concerning appointments,
re-appoihtments, promotions, tenure, and
terminations. These requests are reviewed
by the committee and recommendations are
made to the Board of Trustees.
The College Affairs committee, whose
structure was recently revised, is now
known as a special Presidential Commission. It will cease reporting to the
faculty and will instead advise President
Lockwood on matters of residence, dining
facilities, and student activities. Hugh S.
Ogden was elected to a second two year
term and Michael J. Pretina replaces Roy
A. Dath.
Run-offs to determine five representatives to the Curriculum Committee will be
held by February 2, according to Lee. Six
faculty are competing: Joseph D. Bronzino,
Francis 'J. Egan, Carl V. Mansen, Borden
W. Painter, Mitchel N. Pappas, and John C.
Williams. The terms are for three years.
The committee, which includes student and
administration representatives, evaluates
changes in the curriculum and is respon-

sible for approving new courses.
Howard DeLong replaces Robert H.
Smellie for a four-year term .as representative to the Financial Affairs Committee.
The Committee, with students and administrators, reviews budgetary matters,
advises the library, atheletic department,
and the financial aid office. It also deals
with faculty salaries and fringe benefits.
The Committee on Educational Policy
reviews questions relating to changes in the
educational program of the College. The
President, five Trustees, and five faculty
make up the committee. Run-offs between
Edward Bobko and Charles Miller will be
held to replace August E. Sapega.
Sapega was elected to replace Richard K.
Morris on the Adjudicative Panel, a twoyear term.
Faculty were also elected to two-year
terms" on adjudicative panels. Sapega
replaces Richard K. Morris on the Adjudicative panels. Sapega replaces Richard
K. Morris on the Adjudicative Panel. James
L. Potter replaces Robert H. Brewer as
Adjudicative Panel alternate, and Michael
Pretina replaces Walter J. Klimczak on the
Appeals Board.
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Profile! H. McKim Steele
by Susannah Heschel
H. McKim Steele, newly elected Faculty around here. "Yet, I don't think the inSecretary, is entering the position with an tellectual calibre of performance has inopen mind and without specific proposals creased that much."
for faculty action. His position is considered
Coeducation has raised the intellectual
by some to be the most powerful elected level at the College Steele says. He has no
office for a faculty member, while others explanation of this phenomenon, but claims
consider the position to lack any thrust at it is "apparent almost anyplace."
all. Steele observes, "I don't know how
Steele supports greater student inmuch clout the office has. I don't see it as volvement in College affairs, although he
being a strong executive office. We will declines to comment on student attendance
focus faculty discussion as it comes up."
at faculty meetings. "I'm a definite believer
Traditionally the responsibilities of the in college community approach although
Secretary include handling communications I'm not sure if this means every decision has
and preparing the agenda and minutes for to go to all constituents. Unless students are
faculty meetings. With the formation of the involved to a large degree in these decisions
Faculty Conference two years ago, the they will go through college without
secretary took on a*nore significant role as discovering how difficult practical decisions
are to make. If this happens, the education
chairman of the Conference.
The Conference was proposed by Rex C.
Neaverson, professor of government,
because faculty meetings were "too large
and unwieldly for appropriate discussion of
complicated issues." The Conference,
composed of nine faculty members, sends
proposals to the proper committees and
revises motions that are presented at
faculty meetings. Steele expressed the
views of many faculty: "I'm interested in
seeing the faculty conference take a little
more active role." The Conference has often
been criticized for its passivity and conservative stance.
Steele, who has taught at Trinity for five
years, has brought no legislative program to
his office, nor does he see any pressing
issues confronting the faculty. However, he
is asking questions about the faculty as a
H. McKIM SSTJKKLE
body, the college as a community, the
system of grading, and the function of the they're receiving isn't worth too much, is
Conference itself.
it?"
"The faculty as a body is not cohesive at
Steele, who studied at Princeton and
all. It is very had to talk about the collective Columbia, worked as a journalist and taught
faculty. For instance, the faculty has never at Middlebury College before coming to the
successfully defined its role vis a vis the College in 1966. His major field of conadministration or the trustees."
centration is African History, with an
Steele himself is not certain of the role of lemphasis on Algeria. Two years ago he
the Conference. He asks, "Does it fulfill the founded the Non-Western Studies Program,
purposes it was originally intended for? If which now has 21 majors and 13 contributing
so, what was that purpose anyway? People faculty.
supported its creation for different reasons.
The program draws faculty from seven
I supported it because we went through the departments, but has only one lecturer
demonstration in '68 and I was aware how under its own jurisdiction. The program has
difficult it was for faculty to react quickly in no power to request faculty appointments.
s u c h a s i t u a t i o n . " •;• • •
"We see who is hired and find out if he is
Steele recognizes an intellectual apathy interested in working with us on our
on campus, but feels "the problem is program. This is a problem. If someone
everywhere in education... There is a leaves we don't know if his replacement will
widespread shift of attention away from be interested in our program." Nonetheless,
academic interests."
Steele is "pleased so far" with the program,
He believes there is an "inflation in although "it is early to tell." Steele spoke
grades." Steele voted for sections of the candidly about his numerous commitments
grading proposal last spring, but felt there and hesistations about taking on additional
"was no rational behind it, just a mish-mash responsibilities. "I don't think people were
compromise... The real problem in grading jumping to get the job. People are feeling
is simple enough: it's very hard to reward the pressures of work. Is it worth it to spend
outstanding work; The Dean's List is all this time? I can't answer that right now overinflated. There's a "B" • syndrome ask me later when I find out."

SENIORS
ARE YOU
JOB FISHING IN AMERICA?
WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING IN
GOVERNMENT?
READ ON!!

New York City.::
and how to swing it,
The Biltmore puts it together. With our Special.
STUDENT Rates. Your own pad, right in the middie of everything that makes Fun Cityeverything
it is. And everything going on the East Side, West
Side arid Village is all about 15 minutes away.
For students, $15 single, $21 twin. $26 triple. For
faculty, $23 single. $29 twin.
'
for reservations, call FREE
From anywhere in the Continental U.S.A. .. .S
In New York State

T H E

A REALTY HOTEL

BILTMORI
AHmoui Hotel With Creat Tradition"
Madison Avenue at •13rd Street
:V ..;. :••
New York, N.Y. 10017

The State of Connecticut might be able to help.
Whether in accounting, business, liberal arts, the sciences, or just
about anything you can think of, Connecticut State government has
shown it has the jobs college grads want.
Let us prove it to you. Here's a chance for the two of us to get
together.
We will be on campus Wednesday, January 27, 1971 to talk with
interested students and also to administer our Connecticut Career
Examination.
-

REMEMBER
DATE: Wednesday, January 27, 1971
GROUP DISCUSSIONS: 10:30 and 1:15, Alumni Lounge, Mather
Hall
......
QUALIFYING EXAMINATION: 2:00 P.M., Committee Room,
Mather Hall
"
u
See your Placement Office for more information.
If you aren't sure Connecticut has what you want, stop by and find
out. It can't hurt and it might be just what you are fishing for.
The State of Connecticut is An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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China of the 18th Century

Edicts, Revolts Part of History Final
by Cathy Harris
The game format included a legal system, an examination system by which successful
"You have been demoted to the position of Ambassador of Tibet!"
The crowd chortled its approval as the ex-president of the Board of War smirked, ob- scholars earned degrees, a system of taxation, and a memorial system, by which one could
make pleas, recommendations and suggestions to the emperor. The game manual stated
viously crestfallen.
He retracted to his far off province, not to be heard from again until later, when it was that "family ties are, of course, strongest ties that will be acting on anybody in the game.
found that a full blown rebellion had hatched in Tibet. Only then did the Ambassador return There will be absolute filial piety." However, in the process of the game respect for
in splendor under a white flag of protection to demand amnesty and the possession of venerable elders seemed to diminish. One ambitious son stole a large sum of money from
his father to give as a gift to the emperor. The emperor's officials, in need of money, unProvince B of the empire. Province B made up one half of the emperor's holdings.
The emperor, saying that heaven did not condone the demands, quickly had the Am- flinchingly took the gift. No punishment befell the son for his blatant theft.
In a section on "Etiquette for Dealing with Officials" the manual stipulated that: "the
bassador sliced in half.
In simulation of life in Ch'ing China in the early 18th century, students of Chinese history emperor is only to be addressed in the third person, and the speaker is to refer to himself as
encountered the problems in bureaucracy while the emperor sent out his "heavenly" 'this insignificant person'." It commented that "if everyone follows these rules, it will not
be necessary to cut off anybody's fingers to teach them respect." No fingers were excommands, merchants-bribed magistrates and Tibetan gentry plotted uprisings.
The simulation, known as the "Ch'ing Game" took the place of a final exam for History tracted, although various profanities were uttered in the royal presence throughout the
day.
341 and 580.. Each student was assigned a
The day proved to be exhausting. In an
role as a governmental, military, mer•'
evaluation session after the game, the tired cantile, or educational figure within the
participants discussed the merits and faults
structure of Ch'ing society;. Occasionally,
of the program. Most of them were enmatchmakers, were, assigned roles, and
thusiastic, although they had experienced
some students volunteered to play imperial
many frustrations during the day. The lower
eunuchs, personal servants to the emperor.
ranking members were dismayed.that they
No roles were created for peasants, farhad made a large number of suggestions to
mers, or other low class members.
the emperor, none of which had been imAccording to the game manual each
plemented.
player was expected to "improve and
strengthen his position in society during the
The higher echelon of the bureaucracy
game." Success.was gauged by various
intimated that had not even seen most of the
criteria, varying withfherole. For example,
memorial,, due to an overwhelming flood, of
a merchant was considered-successful if he
paper work, Steve Hoch, the emperor, said
made a profit and gained influence with the
that many of his decisions had been commagistrate. Magistrates were successful if
pletely arbitraty. He said he made many of
they were promoted. At the head of this
them only to "keep the ball rolling."
complex bureaucracy stood "His Imperial
Professor Oxnam commented that in
Majesty" the emperor to whom everyone
reality, bureaucratic systems spawned lack
bowed on bended knee.
of information in upper levels of governThe game was played in eight, one hour
ment. He said that the simulation helped to
rounds, and the action centered in Mather
point out the ignorance of the bureaucratic
HaK The TRIPOD Office served as Peking;
officials." The information is usually at the
the emperor conducted his royal functions
bottom, but the decision making goes on on
among the flurrys of photos in the Ivy Oftop," he said.
•
fice. The provinces spread in splendor in the
Many students complained that the pace
Washington Room and in the Alumni
of the game went much tooi'ast. Because the
Lounge. The two provinces, A and B, each
events of a year took place in an hour,
had two districts. Runners relying edicts,
decisions were unduly rushed, and too
bribes, and messages provided comrashly made, some students said.
munications between areas.
Students also found that there was a'gross •
Both graduate and undergraduate
overabundance of money in circulation. It
students participated. The graduate
proved to be difficult "to buy people off."
students delivered messages. Dr. Robert B.
"People started off relatively rich," said
Oxnam, assistant professor of history,
Oxnam, "And they ended up absolutely
assumed the role of Heaven. The "Ox"
w e a l t h y ! " Bribery and various other
initiated
the simulation idea; Arthurfraudulent practices flourished throughout
Adams, Jeff Bahrenburg, and David
the simulation.
Sarasohn implemented the plan by writing
The best means of influencing the emthe game manual and by creating conditions
peror was to bestow lavish gifts upon him.
of play. Each graduate student was
At times he let it be known when he would
responsible for researching and planning
appreciate gifts:
one aspect of the game.
By order of heaven, His Imperial
After the format of the game was com- Emperor and Bodyguard confer with Governor of Province A, as David Sarasohn runs to
Majesty has decreed throughout the
get in picture. The game was the final exam for History 341 and 580. It was held in the
pleted, , undergraduates volunteered for
land, be it known, that the emperor
various roles: Each.studerit was expected to Washington Room on Sunday.
with his long memory would
compile the background on his chosen
.: • •• '
remember the gift of a large hamposition and then to use the information in
••••:•'
burger medium rare with mustard
playing his role.
•
.
and relish only, from one of his
The simulation was as accurate as possible. Methods of taxation, punishment, transmittal
subjects, and a similar gift for his imperial bodyguard. Gifts to the emperor of such a
of information, and examination were authentic, Oxnam said. According to Steve Hoch, the
nature always reign heavy in the imperial mind. (And the emperor's hamburger had
illustrious emperor, the intention of the game was to "try to relate the stifling system of
better be bigger than the bodyguard's.)
bureaucracy to the frustration of a highly regimented society." The game pointed out the
"entire interaction of segments of Ch'ing society," Hoch said. He contended that by playing
The Emperor
: the game students could better understand what motivated men and society of the Ch'ing
era.

On Tour

The game proved to be a general success.

•

'

,
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LETTERS to the editor
'women studies'
To The Editor:
Recently I read in the New York Times an
article dealing with the creation of womans
•studies courses. On November 4, 1970, I
proposed the following to the Trinity College
Council: "I should like to ask the Trinity
College Council to consider the creation of a
new course of study for the Trinity Term
1971 dealing with women in contemporary
society. Such courses are presently being
offered at Yale, Vassar, Wellesley,
Wesleyan and Sarah Lawrence ranging in
topics as the "Psychology of Women",
"Women in Literature," "Fantasies of the
Male and Female" and "Women in a Male
Society." The Trinity College Council
recommended that I send this proposal to
"Dr. Lindsay, chairman of the Curriculum
Committee. I have done this and await word
from him. This idea was not originally
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mine; however, the more reading I've done
on this topic, the more interesting it is, and
the more beneficial I feel it would be at a
campus such as Trinity. Please send your
suggestions to either the Tripod or Dr.
Lindsay concerning this idea.
Andy Wolf

'thanks'
To The Editor:
All the members of the Service Employees Union, Local 531, wish to extend
their deepest appreciation to Bob Muller
and all the students who contributed to
financially and otherwise to the Christmas
basket drive for the striking Buildings and
Grounds employees. It certainly made
many holiday seasons a little cheerier.
Ray Wadsworth,
Chief Steward

Commission . .
(from P. 1)
borrowing from internal sources such as the
endowment.
Lockwood said he created the new commission because he felt the College Affairs
Committee needed to be brought into the
decision making processes of the College.
The CAC has frequently expressed its
feeling that it could only act after decisions
had already been made.
The College Affairs Committee sent a
proposal to the President after its December
2 meeting, requesting that he form a
Presidential Commission with representatives of the Faculty, student body, administration, and Buildings and Grounds.
The commission, according to a letter sent
by Lockwood to its members, will "advise
on the planning and implementation of
improvements in our residences, in our
dining facilities, and in student activities."
The committee membership is: Marc S.

Salisch, Dean of Community Life, Chairman
ex officio; John H. Cassidy, Associate Dean
for Community Life; Riel S. Crandall,
Director, Buildings and Grounds; Del A.
Shilkret, Director, Mather Hall Campus
Center; Robert A. Pedemonti, Associate
Comptroller; George C. Higgins, Jr.,
College Counselor, Associate Professor of
Psychology, and chairman of the College
Affairs Committee; Dori Katz, Assistant
Professor of Modern Languages; Hugh S.
Ogden, Assistant Professor of English;
Michael J. Pretina, Assistant Professor of
Modern Languages; Alyson Adler, 72;
Leslie Carr, '74; Charlotte A. Hennegan, 73;
JeanM. Miley, 73; Robert F. Shapiro, 73;
Kenneth M. Stone, 73.
The President asked the Budget Director
to be available to the commission, because,
as he said in his letter, "we operate within
distinct financial limitations."

in the first
great annual
Trinity

TRIPOD
photography
contest.

Contestants
may submit
as many entries
as they like.

All entries must come in two forms: a
mounted print no smaller than 8" by 10",
and an unmounted glossy no larger than
8" by 10".

The mounted print will be returned to
the artist, perhaps with a check of $40/
$30, $20, or $10 from the TRIPOD.
And remember, Fabian Bachrach may
be watching.

TRINITY TRIPOD
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After First Losing Season

Dath's Glory Days Over?
by Dick Vane
The first thing I noticed upon entering his office were the eighteen plaques with the red,
white and blue ribbons staring down at me from his walls. The names inscribed in bold
black italics on the plaques ranged from Neil S. Mutschler in 1952 to Alan Gibby, 1970. Then
there were the numerous citations and awards and the picture taken from the momentous
tournament win over Army in 1967. But most familiar of all were the black rimmed glasses
nearly hidden in a pile of papers on his desk.
The eighteen plaques welcomed no new addition to their number this winter. The amount
of citations and awards remained the same; there were no pictures of triumph to rest next
to the photograph of three years ago of players already graduated. For the first time in
eighteen years, Roy Dath's office held no mementoes of victory.
Dath began the 1970 soccer campaign with a record of 118 wins, 32 losses, eight ties and
eighteen consecutive winning seasons. His career marks now stand at 118-40-9. It was a
decline more spectacular than that of the New York Yankees. Dath had led a team to a
national championship in 1956 and wasn't used to losing more than four games a year' his
team doubled that number this fall. It was the end of an incredible streak. It was the end of
the myth of Trinity's soccer invincibility.
Not only did the Bantams lose eight games this year; they were shutout in six of them,
There were rumors that Dath could win with exceptional players, but that he was unable to
lead players of average ability to victory. Some said that his theories of soccer were antiquated, and that team dissension led to the squad's poor final record. Dath said that the
reason for his first losing season was simply his team's "inability to score."
"When we began this fall I thought that we would win half of our games," said Dath. "We
should have won that many but we just could not get the ball into the net. The Brown game
was typical of our season. Brown was a nationally rated team at the time, but with 1:38
remaining we were only down by one goal and we had a shot from about three feet out. We
missed it. It wasn't a case of our kids not trying; I think they deserve a lot of credit for their
spirit. It was just that when we had the opportunities we couldn't convert them into scores."
Dath said that experiencing a losing season for the first time had not really effected him
and that there would be no change from his basic philosophy of soccer. "It had to come
sooner or later," hesaidj. "and I was fortunate that it took so long." The Bantam coach also
said that lie was not b'eing'tre'ated any differently by anyone now and that he had received no
pressure. "I felt no animosity from anyone because of our record," said Dath, "and that
includes alumni. I feel that we are unique at Trinity for precisely that reason. There has
never been a compulsion to produce winners, only to provide enjoyment for the players."
One thing that the losing season did signal for Dath was the end of the dominance of one
college in New England soccer. "There are many more skills playing in schools and camps
than ever before," he said. "Connecticut has state champions in three classes and more and
more youngsters are being exposed to the sport. Interest is growing rapidly. Today's college
boys are much more advanced than those I coached a decade ago and as a consequence
coaches don't have to continually go back to fundamentals. A coach can now try and improve on what he has. The result of this interest is that there are many great players instead
of just a few and since one college can't have all of them, competition is becoming much
more fierce; it will be impossible for a single college to remain superior,"
Contrary to popular opinion, the Trinity
coach has changed with the times, most
obviously in the area of player relations. He
said that he has found that a coach cannot
stick with the manner of running a team
which he had ten years ago, but that a coach
has to adapt himself with the times. "Attitudes all over the world have changed and
the players want much more control. My
captains now have much more leadership
than those that I had when I first came here.
They lead the team in warm-ups and
trapping and kicking drills and exert a
tremendous influence on the running of the
team."
One thing that hasn't changed is Dath's
method of recruitment. He still has yet to
visit a player, send out any letters, or call a
coach. "It's just the way I feel," he said,
"I'm here if they want to play but I believe
the primary emphasis should be on the
education and not on athletics. I feel that
players give more if they come on their own
ROY DATH
rather than being hounded into playing by
recruitment." One wonders if Dath's policy is practical considering the policy of other
schools in the drive for soccer excellence. Good soccer players were drawn to Trinity before
because of the team's outstanding record, but if Dath's prediction that there will be no
dominance in soccer comes true, that lure will be gone and the number of Ail-American
plaques in Dath's office may remain permanently at eighteen. •'*
One thing that hasn't changed is'Dath's method of recruitment. He still has yet to visit a
player, send out any letters, or call a coach. "It's just the way I feel," he said, "I'm here if
they want to play but I believe the primary emphasis should be on the education and not on
athletics. I feel that players give more if they come on their own rather than being hounded
into playing by recruitment." One wonders if Dath's policy is practical considering the
policy of other schools in the drive for soccer excellenc. Good soccer players were drawn to
Trinity before because of the team's outstanding record, but if Dath's prediction that there
will be no dominance in soccer comes true, that lure will be gone and the number of AllAmerican plaques in Dath's office may remain permanently at eighteen.
But right now Roy Dalh has forgotten about last season and has already begun looking
ahead. "We have sixteen sophomores who got a lot of experience last season and we're
bound to benefit from a freshmen team which had a potent scoring attack. I don't believe in
rebuilding; I play every game to win and next season I'll play with the men who can win. I
don't think that last season will have a bad effect on our players; if anything I think that it
will make them more determined than ever."
Next fall begins a new career for Roy Dath. He will no longer be the coach who has never
had a bad year, he will be the coach who will be trying to mold a young team into a winner.
There are eighteen plaques that say he will be able to produce a successful team, and there
are the memories of 1970 that say he won't. By November we'll know which was right.

Intramurals
Any male student who would like to
represent an Independent team and
serve on the Intramural Council this
spring and next fall should contact Mr.
Norman Graff at the Ferris Athletic
Center by February 1, via mail or phone.

HELP
Just as all athletes need supporters so
does the TRIPOD sports staff, Not only
will you benefit from all the brilliant
criticism of Big Dick and the Happy
Hebrew, but you will have two people
who care about you, "the person." So if
you have the desire and the skill, or if
you're just a jock, please come down to
the TRIPOD office any Sunday or
Wednesday night cause we're lonely as
hell.

\

(Sullivan Photo)
Junior center Tom McGuirk, seen here shooting against Brandeis, was sorely missed
Saturday as the Bantams fell to Kings Point. McGuirk was sick and saw only limited
action in Trinity's fifth loss of the season.

Bantams Fall to Mariners;
Record Now Stands at 2-5
by Joel Strogoff
One practice game simply wasn't enough . outside shots, shots which they continually
Last weekend the va rsity basketball team , missed. At this point Greenblatt started
returning to the hardcourts after a month's hitting from the outside as the Bantams
lay off, traveled to New York for a pair of tried to narrow the gap. His efforts were to
encounters; the Bantams bowed to the New no avail, however, as King'sPoint raced to a
York Athletic Club (N.Y.A.C.), 109-76, in an 41-28 halftime lead.
exhibition game and then lost to the King's
During the second half, King's Point was
Point Mariners 69-59, in a regularly able to maintain its halftime edge.
scheduled contest. Trinity, whose record Greenblatt, receiving little scoring help
now stands 2-5, returns home tonight for a from his teammates, continued to hit from
game against Williams.
the outside until fouling out with eight
The N.Y.A.C. game, played last Friday, minutes still remaining on the clock..
was only an exhibition and does not count on Without their high scoring captain the*
the Bantams' record. Against N.Y.A.C, Bantams could not mount a serious threat
which consists of former college players the rest of the way. It should be pointed out
living or working in the New York City area, that Trinity was forced to play most of this
coach Robie Shults decided to let everyone , game without starting center Tom McGuirk:*
see action. Coach Shults wanted everyone to McGuirk, who became sick before game
get some playing time because of the time, saw only limited action in the second
month's lay off, and also wanted to have his half and scored four points. Greenblatt
starters well rested for the following day's finished as the game's leading scorer with 23
encounter with King's Point. N.Y.A.C., points; sophomore Nat Williams was the
which shot and rebounded extremely well, only other Bantam to break into double
jumped out to an early lead which it never figures with 12 points. Joe Homicki led the
relinquished. Trinity fell behind 59-33 at King's Point attack with 18 points.
halftime and trailed by around 20 points for
the rest of the game. Leading scorer for the
Despite double session practices all last
Bantams in this game was sophomore Nat week, the Bantams played rather poorly in
Williams who had 20 points.:
their game with King's Point. According to
Against King's Point on Saturday Trinity coach Shults, the month's layoff was cersimply did not play well as a team. The tainly a big factor in the team's poor perBantams fell behind right at the outset and formance. In particular, Shults cited*
could not cut their deficit to less than eight Trinity's lack of a strong off ense. • The"
points the rest of the way; only a great in- Bantams allowed King's Point only 69 points
dividual effort by Howie Greenblatt kept the but could score only 59 points themselves,
Bantams in the contest.
Aside from Greenblatt, the Bantams
Due to poor shooting Trinity fell behind received very little on offense from the rest
13-2 after the first four and a half minutes. of the squad. According to coach Shults, the
The Bantams simply could not move the ball Bantams must present a more balanced
on offense; they could not work inside for attack if they are to finish with a winning
the close shot and were forced to take long season.

Bantam Sports Round-up:
Batson Quits Hockey Post
Despite the fact that the TRIPOD was
not publishing during the final days of last
semester, the Trinity winter sports schedule
continued. Although playing with the
knowledge that they would not receive the
usual outstanding coverage afforded by our
sports staff, many of the teams were able to
win anyway.
One of the teams that was effected was the
hockey team. When we last left the icemen
(pucksters, skaters, icecapaders etc.) they
had a 1-3 re cord, few experienced skaters
on the front line and Coach Ray Batson. All
that's changed now. Mr, Batson left his post
for personal reasons Scott Phillips and John
Kiley, two of last season's top scorers,
returned from open semesters, and the team
lost to Lowell Tech 6-1, dropping their
record to 1-4.
Replacing Batson is John Dunham, who
was an assistant under the former coach.
Dunham captained Brown while in college
and now is a goalie for the New Haven
Blades. The Bantams play at Babson
tomorrow, then return home to meet New
Haven Saturday,

Roy Dath's squash team fell to powerful
Yale 8-1 December 16, but then gained their
first victory, squashing Adelphi 9-0. The
freshmen fell to YALE 8-1 with Malcolm
Davidson Trinity's only winner.
The swim team was wiped out by Amherst
but gained their first win in three meets witn
a victory over Northeastern. Dave Brown,
Chuck Mack, Chris Knight, Scott McBride
and Fred Stehle sparked the win. Tne
swimmers' next meet will be at Babson
tomorrow.
The undefeated Bantam freshmen
basketball squad remained so by
Amherst 76-66 behind a 26 point effort
Ron Duckett. The sharp shooting gUi
canned 13 of 27 shots, mostly from more
than 15 feet out. John Kindl added 16 for tne
winners. The frosh risk their unblerrusnea
record tonight against Williams, n e r ^-, l e
The Trinity fencers resume their scnwuwi
'
February 3 against Yale., here,
record is l-l. The indoor track season opens
February 13 when Dave Buren's men tr<*vc
to Coast Guard.
A

